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MS VICKI WRIGHT 
8 / 48 GOLF AVE 
MONA VALE NSW 2103 
vicki@withoutfurtherado.com.au 

RE: DA2020/0455 - 50 - 52 Golf Avenue MONA VALE NSW 2103

Having now reviewed the DA as proposed, we wish to raise significant concerns at what we 
consider to be unreasonable contravention of the building codes for this site. 
Density Controls
The SEE shows that earlier pre-DA discussions with council in March necessitated a reduction 
in the Applicants original proposal of 16 apartments. Strict compliance to the DCP for this site 
area equates, as you clearly state, to 13 dwellings.
The Applicants have however sought to obtain approval for 14 apartments by retaining a third-
storey [ Level 2 ] roof top apartment with terrace on Building B, hidden from the street-view, but 
directly impacting our apartment on Level 1 at the rear northern boundary of 48 Golf Avenue -
and overshadowing our building’s communal outdoor space and drying areas. 
As noted in your own SEE reports, this calculates to a nearly 10% uplift in the density. We 
strongly refute your claims that this variation is "considered reasonable". A reasonable 
consideration might be considered at 1-2%, but a "bonus" of this significance appears to solely 
benefit the Applicant’s profit margin. 
There is no additional public benefit that can be seen in this proposal, e.g. more open space, 
greater set backs, and yet that ‘uplift’ has significant adverse environmental impacts as shown 
below.
Height Controls
The SEE again clearly states that the inclusion of a roof-top apartment directly contravenes the 
DCP height restriction of 8.5m.
This has been cleverly shielded by being added to the rear Building-B only with no street 
visibility. 
The Applicant is no doubt relying on the fact that by retaining this third-level apartment to the 
rear building only - thereby not now spoiling the street-scape, the small number of residences 
directly impacted may not hold such a strong force against the proposal. 
We strongly object to the inclusion of this additional third-level apartment which both clearly 
contravenes the Height controls and directly contributes to the breach of Council’s own Density 
controls. 
View Loss Analysis
Our apartment sits on the first-floor level of No 48 Golf Avenue, being Location E, L1, No48, as 
referred to on the SEE Appendix B, View Loss Analysis [ see pages 18-19 ] 
Please note that at the time of these photo’s (by drone) on the 30 March, the central tree 
canopy shown is a deciduous Coral Tree [ T6 on the Arborist report ] located on the Applicant’s 
site. It is in full leaf during the summer months and does screen an existing view corridor from 
our apartment to the open ocean at the northern end of Mona Vale beach. 
During winter however, this deciduous tree, is completely bare of leaves. 
As a result we retain maximum sun during the winter months and regain our narrow view to the 
ocean and tree-tops, between the two adjoining trees. 
This tree [ T6 ] is to be removed as part of the development. 
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As a result of the loss of this particular tree canopy, the "PROPOSED" view indicated in this 
report is incorrect. Our "Proposed" view will be significantly different from that shown for both 
our apartment and our neighbours on Level 2 above.
This winter corridor view to the ocean is also completely overlooked in Step2 of the Analysis -
which considers only the easterly and southerly outlooks. 
Whilst we had expected that any two-level residence, as allowed within Council DCP 
guidelines, would restrict or remove this view corridor, we did not expect to be so adversely 
affected that we would now directly overlook an additional third-level apartment and an outdoor 
roof terrace - which are all in contravention of the Council’s own height requirements. 
Our apartment has SIX windows across our northern wall that would then directly overlook the 
southern elevation of this proposed roof-top apartment - including all their windows, bare walls 
and roof-top open entertaining terrace.
With this in mind, we wholeheartedly refute Council’s comments under Step 1 of the 
Assessment of Views to be Affected states "views from level one are partial due to the 
vegetation and adjoining buildings". This makes NO consideration for our current winter views 
or the intended removal of this tree which will now provide a full and uninterrupted view of the 
proposed roof-top development in front of us. 
SunShadowing
In context of the above, our apartment on the first-floor level of No 48 Golf Avenue is also 
significantly going to be impacted by loss of sun and shadowing. We currently receive only 
morning sun to our apartment balcony but do enjoy the full benefit of the suns cycle throughout 
the day from east to west on our north-facing windows. 
The loss of this is not taken into any consideration within the Shadowplans provided and it 
seems Council have omitted to include any shadow elevation diagrams in respect of our 
northern windows or those of the apartment above [Level 2] which would also be adversely 
affected with additional shadowing during winter months. 
Your Objectives stated in Appendix A make reference to the ‘impact….. from living areas is 
more significant than from bedrooms or service areas (though … kitchens are highly valued 
because people spend so much time in them)".
This seems as applicable to views as it does to sunlight. Our six northern windows currently 
include a breakfast room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms and a bathroom & laundry. We have already 
considered reconfiguring our apartment layout so that a greater percentage of our living areas 
can benefit from the sunnier aspects provided along these windows. Any reduction or 
additional shading because of the proposed height limits would in turn deny us the future 
opportunity to benefit from that reconfiguring. 

Being on the lower Level 1, our apartment will be significantly impacted during winter months 
from additional shadow and loss of sunlight. This is ignored in the current reports and 
proposals. 

Communal Outdoor space / Drying area 
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we completely refute the Statement in Appendix B 
[Page 14] stating "The subject development does not result in adverse impacts by way of 
overshadowing of neighbouring properties". 
This applies in relation to both our apartment and the communal garden areas.
Note the area shaded in orange on the northern wall of 48 Golf Avenue. 
The Orange indicates "Additional Shadowing cast by Proposed Development" 
This area covered in orange is our building’s communal garden and drying area. By 
overshadowing this outdoor space our building (and all twelve residences) effectively lose use 



of this open garden space, including two Hills-Hoist clothes lines. 
[ Note: 48 Golf Avenue is a 1969/70-built property with no internal provision for clothes drying -
all 12 residences rely solely on use of this outdoor garden and lawned drying area. ]
We also understand that the extent of this overshadowing may not be changed significantly by 
removal of the roof-top apartment. But until more detailed Shadowplans can be provided that is 
impossible to assess. Further set-backs may in fact be the only solution but one that Council 
should perhaps be considering in view of the potential loss of use of this important communal 
area. 
Any additional overshadowing, especially in winter, has a serious and significant adverse 
environmental impact for the whole building and its sustainability into the future. 

In Summary
We submit our objections to this Application with particular reference to the proposed breach of 
DCP in both Density and Height. 
The addition of a third-level roof-top apartment is an unreasonable contravention of both these 
building codes and it should be removed to ensure compliance with the 13 x two-level 
dwellings as allowed under the DCP.
There are no special circumstances that seem to support any reason for Council’s approval in 
permitting an additional building level that unreasonably contravenes the DCP and is shown to 
significantly adversely impact our apartment, our building communal areas and the 
neighbouring community. 
( A slight bending of guidelines is often reasonable and acceptable, but a 10% ‘bonus’ that 
oversteps both density & height and provides no public benefits is not acceptable. ) 
In the circumstances shown, approval would seem to seriously undermine the integrity of the 
Council’s own planning codes and again lose our, the public’s, faith and reliance that those 
codes will be adhered to. 
After-thought 
In fact it is a shame that Council has not sought to ensure compliance in the first instance, and 
then utilise the opportunity by insisting that a "green-roof" perhaps be provided - to enhance 
and improve our open spaces and environmental impact.
That would be a better use of our time and your development controls. 


